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Design and Analysis of Actively-Deskewed Resonant
Clock Networks
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Abstract—Active deskewing is an important technique for man-
aging variability in clock distributions but introduces latency and
power-supply-noise sensitivity into the resulting networks. In this
paper, an adaptively deskewed resonant clock network, based on
an injection-locked distributed differential oscillator, is described,
in which the delay lines required for deskewing are incorporated
into the injection-lock source, dramatically improving jitter immu-
nity. A power management system based on automatic amplitude
control of the resonant grid further enhances energy efficiency. A
prototype system operates at a nominal 2-GHz frequency in a 0.18

m technology with on-chip jitter and skew measurement circuits
and with more than 25 pF/mm� of clock loading.

Index Terms—Clocking, resonant clocking, resonant, clock,
power, skew, deskew, jitter, filtering.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RADITIONALLY, clock signals are distributed globally
using either tree- or grid-based networks, requiring many

stages of buffering and consuming a large percentage of system
power [1]. Many levels of buffers also leave these systems
sensitive to process, supply-voltage, and temperature (PVT)
variability, both spatially and temporally. For a reasonably
large design, cross-chip variations give rise to skew between
different sections of the design. Active deskewing approaches
[2] designed to mitigate these problems increase clock latency,
making the system more sensitive to power supply noise and
degrading jitter performance.

Resonant clocking techniques, in which the clock capacitance
is rendered resonant around the target clock frequency by a set
of on-chip inductors, addresses many of the challenges associ-
ated with standard tree- or grid-based networks. Power-supply-
noise-induced jitter is significantly reduced and power savings
can be realized in driving the global clock [3]. In the distributed-
differential-oscillator (DDO) approach to resonant clock distri-
butions, a differential global clock grid with a distribution of
spiral inductors and loss-compensating negative transconduc-
tors forms a distributed LC oscillator, injection-locked to an ex-
ternal reference [4]. Despite the advantages demonstrated with
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Fig. 1. System diagram of �-by-� system with deskewing.

these earlier resonant designs, resonant systems are still vulner-
able to cross-chip variations and transient loading changes. With
increasing system size, these differences in clock loading can
lead to significant clock skew between different sections of the
DDO clock network.

In this paper, we describe how a DDO resonant network can
incorporate active deskewing without the jitter degradation as-
sociated with this approach in traditional tree-driven networks
by incorporating the deskewing delays into the injection-lock
network [5]. We also demonstrate active power management
that can significantly improve the energy efficiency of resonant
networks. Both control loops benefit from nearly all-digital
implementations. In Section II, we describe the design of this
actively deskewed DDO resonant clock network. Section III
describes the properties of the digital deskewing control loop
and the jitter-filtering properties of the injection-locked design.
Specifics of the test chip implementation are described in
Section IV with measurement results in Section V. Section VI
concludes.

II. ACTIVELY DESKEWED DDO RESONANT NETWORKS

A generalized DDO network incorporating active deskewing
is shown in Fig. 1. The differential global grid, rendered reso-
nant with symmetric inductors connecting the two phases and
distributed throughout the grid, is divided into -by- regions
which are deskewed with respect to each other. All the oscil-
lating regions are connected together in shunt forming one dis-
tributed oscillator. Gain elements, to compensate for losses and
sustain oscillation, are also distributed throughout the grid. (The
test chip described in Section IV implements a two-by-two ver-
sion of this more generalized network.) Clock load is deter-
mined by both wire loading and the gate capacitance of the local
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Fig. 2. Diagram of a distributed-differential-oscillator cell, and a transistor level implementation of the negative resistance element used.

Fig. 3. System diagram of deskewing control.

clock buffers. The injection-lock source is constructed as a tree
with each region of the grid associated with a leaf node of the
tree. The delay of the injection-lock source to each region is
independently controllable with digitally controlled delay lines
(DCDLs). The output of each regional DCDL is then directly
injected into the regional DDO cell as shown in Fig. 2. Phase
detectors are placed between clock regions to detect skew with
the information from the phase detectors passed onto the con-
trol circuitry in each clock region (see Fig. 3) determining the
delay settings of the DCDLs. The deskewing system in each re-
gion is synchronized using a sample clock generated locally by
the control logic and is a buffered version of the injection clock.
One region is chosen as a reference with each region compared
only to the neighbors that are closer to the reference region than
itself. In this manner, closed loops can be avoided, preventing
mode lock [6], [7]. While the system is primarily designed to
distribute the resonant clocks to the leaf node clock buffers, it
is also possible to bring the resonance directly to the flop-flops
themselves [8], [9] for additional power savings.

In order to detect skew between different clock regions, a bi-
nary phase detector is used, implemented using an SR detector
latch, metastability filter, and sampling latches [10] as shown in
Fig. 3. To avoid wire delay mismatches in sampling the clock
waveforms, phase detectors are physically placed at mid-points
between the clock regions that they are designed to compare.
Clocks are sampled at the center of each region and are con-

nected to the phase detector with matched wiring.1 The two
clocks are compared at the and inputs of a SR latch, im-
plemented using two NAND gates. The output of the SR latch
is connected to a metastability filter, the output of which is
buffered and feeds another SR latch. The output of the second
SR latch is then sampled using two D-type flip-flops. For the
cases in which two input clocks are very close in phase, the
metastabiliy filter ensures only one of the SR latch’s comple-
mentary output is asserted HIGH at any time.

A digital filter (contained within the “control logic” block of
Fig. 3) is implemented to help reduce steady-state dithering.
The filter is built as a cascade of identical filter cells as shown
in Fig. 4. When cascaded, the filter stages form an -bit binary
counter, only producing an inc or dec signal at the output when
2 inc or dec signals are received at the input. While the filter
helps to reduce steady-state phase dithering by a factor-of-two
per filter stages, it also increases the locking time by the same
factor. Despite the additional latency of the filter, locking
transients generally involve a simple monotonic adjustment of
DCDL through the action of the inc or dec signal.

The proper choice of granularity (region size) for the DDO
network depends on many factors, such as the density of clock
loading and the strength of the clock grid. When the clock grid

1While practical constraints might prevent the detectors from being placed at
these optimal locations, it is possible to layout the wiring to ensure both inputs
into the phase comparator experience comparable delays.
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Fig. 4. State transition graph for a digital filter cell (top), the digital filter shown
as a cascade of filter cells (bottom).

is dense and lightly loaded, a smaller number of larger regions
can be employed. Generally, one would want to make size of
a region as large as possible, while achieving tolerable skew
limits. There is also a stability concern; if a dense clock grid
is divided into too many regions, it will be more vulnerable to
the positive feedback effect discussed in Section III-A.

It is also important to make the region size and loading uni-
form. If different regions have very different local natural fre-
quencies, the systems could fail to lock or there could be enough
skew that the deskewing system would be unable to compensate.
Making the clock grid coupling stronger averages out variances
in the natural frequencies, reducing skew, but due to the posi-
tive feedback effect discussed in Section III-A, making the clock
grid between regions too strong reduces the system’s ability to
correct for the remaining skew.

Depending on the Q of the resonator and the strength of
the negative resistance elements, when operating full-rail, it is
possible to supply more power to the resonator than what is
needed to sustain oscillation, resulting in wasted energy and
giving power-supply noise greater influence on overall phase
noise. Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of the automatic ampli-
tude control (AAC) system designed to achieve optimal biasing
of the gain elements, consisting of a peak detector, clocked
comparator, counter, and control logic. On power up (or reset),
the AAC starts with the lowest possible amplitude setting and
increments the control counter until a desired amplitude is
reached. After achieving this desired amplitude, the system
goes into a standby mode in which it consumes negligible
power. The AAC sample clock must be generated indepen-
dently from the resonant clock to avoid start-up problems since
the AAC system controls the resonant clock amplitude.

III. PROPERTIES OF THE DESKEWING CONTROL LOOP

In this section, we consider the phase error and locking
transients of actively deskewed DDO networks as well as the
jitter-filtering properties of injection locking, which allows

Fig. 5. System diagram of the automatic amplitude control system. A two stage
cascaded source follow used as a simple peak detector, the current sinks are
biased with very low current to capture the peak input voltage.

active deskewing to be introduced without degrading the jitter
immunity of the network.

A. Properties of Actively Deskewed DDO Networks

Consider the generalized -by- network shown in Fig. 1.
Once injection locking of the DDO network is achieved, the
frequency of the resonant clock remains constant and the ac-
tion of the deskewing control loop changes the phase of each
region with respect to the phase of the injected clock. Region
(1,1) denotes the reference region with the non-reference re-
gions locking to the reference in order of their proximity. The
worst case locking time is determined by Region . Each
path from Region (1,1) to Region determines a locking
time bound of

(1)

where is the clock phase in the ith region along the path
and is the rate at which phase error can be corrected. Since
each region only takes reference from regions that are physi-
cally closer to Region (1,1), all paths from Region (1,1) to Re-
gion (m,n) have length , and the path with the largest
phase offset will determine the maximum locking time. Typical
locking times will actually be shorter, since each region begins
to match phase with its preceding region before the preceding
region has locked to its own predecessor.

The skew-correction control loop has first-order dynamics.
If the phase of a sector is different from that of the reference
then the phase will be incremented or decremented by a fixed
amount, , in the direction of the difference, where is the
phase change produced by a single correction step in the DCDL
of the injection source. Because of steady-state dithering (a
limit-cycle oscillation) after lock, there will be some residual
phase error (skew) in the network. For Region , this phase
error is given by , which can be
approximated as the uniform sum distribution of
random numbers uniformed distributed between and
with zero mean. is then bounded by

(2)
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Fig. 6. Injection to resonant phase transfer function.

assuming a skew of is added for each unit distance between
the reference region and Region with a total distance of

. The probability distribution function (PDF) for
is then given by [11]

(3)

Even though the residual phase error of Region grows with
increasing system size, it increases at a exponentially decreasing
rate. Furthermore, the local dithering amplitude for any given
region is bounded by , where is the period of the
injected clock reference. Since the phase detector always try to
match each region with its neighbor, the residue skew between
neighboring regions after lock will never exceed one phase step,

, in this analysis.
More accurate estimation comes from detailed time-domain

simulations of the injection-locked grid, which includes the
effects of coupling through the grid and the latency of injec-
tion. These further influence the magnitude of the steady-state
dithering and the resulting residual skew. We have noted several
observations from these simulations:

• Delay in injection locking. It takes 3 to 20 cycles after
a sudden change in the injection phase before the corre-
sponding change in the resonant clock phase can fully sta-
bilize. The number of cycles required depend on the in-
jection strength and the Q of the slave oscillator. Higher
injection strengths and lower Qs reduce the number of cy-
cles needed—usually three to four cycles is sufficient. If
the clock phase is sampled before its phase has fully stabi-
lized, the resulting incorrect phase information can cause
an incorrect decision in the phase correction circuitry and
lead to additional dithering.

• Reduced injection efficiency due to coupling through the
grid. Changes in the injection phase in each clock region
also affect neighboring regions by the action of the clock
grid. As a result, in order to achieve a phase shift in
the clock network, a phase change of is required in the
injection clock with the nonmonotonic transfer function of
Fig. 6. In the stable range of injection phases (the region of
positive slope), the transfer function is given by

(4)

with .2 The values of and increase
with decreasing clock grid density, since lower clock grid
density increases isolation between different local regions,
giving the local injection clock signal greater control. The
deskewing control loop becomes unstable if the delay in
the injection clock is large enough to reach the negative
slope regions.

• “Positive feedback” due to coupling through the grid.
Another consequence of coupling through the grid is that
a correction step in a given region causes the clock phase
of the region to which it is locked to also change in the
same direction, potentially increasing the amplitude of
limit-cycle oscillations.3

B. Jitter Filtering Properties of Injection-Locked DDO
Networks

One of the major advantages of active deskewing in the con-
text of injection-locked DDO networks is that the required delay
lines are introduced into the injection-lock source. Despite the
extra latency that this produces in the injection path, the filtering

2This transfer function also causes the phase difference across the final (in-
verting) injection buffer to become less than �, reducing the effective injection
strength and resulting in static power dissipation in this driver. Therefore, large
� values should be avoided.

3An alternative is to decouple all the clock regions and have each running
independently [12]. Unfortunately, decoupling the clock regions eliminates the
variability-averaging effect provided by the shunting common grid.
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Fig. 7. System model for injection locking with multiple sources: (a) the case of system being influenced by the neighboring regions as well as the injection source.
(b) the case in which the phase of the neighboring region is held constant, which model the change in resonant clock phase due to changes in the injection source.

properties of injection locking ensure that the overall system
jitter performance is not compromised.

In injection locking, or entrainment, an oscillatory system
is synchronized to an external frequency through the introduc-
tion of an external stimulus. The injection locking of elec-
trical oscillation has been thoroughly studied beginning with
the seminal work of Adler [13]. Fig. 7(a) shows a simple
discrete-time model for the phase of a particular region of
the injection-locked DDO system. The summer represents the
effect of injecting an external signal into the system. The
element represents the delay require for the oscillator to ad-
just to changes in the injection source. While this model was
originally used to characterize a ring oscillator system [14], all
the same elements apply to LC-based resonators. is the
resonant clock phase of a given region, and is the injected
clock phase for that region. models the phase of
one of the neighboring regions which influences of the phase
of the given region through the coupling grid. Other coupling
regions can be modelled by additional factors with
their own characteristic values. can be expressed as
the ratio of peak injected current to peak current in the resonant
region [14], [15], [3]:

(5)

where is the peak injected current, is the peak amplitude
of the current in the region and is the net current en-
tering the resonator for neighboring regions. is determined
by how strongly the clock regions are connected together in the
resonant grid (reflecting either dense or sparse wiring) and can

be expressed as the ratio of the component of the resonant cur-
rent from neighboring resonators to the total resonator current:

(6)

where is the net current entering the resonator from
neighboring regions. The combined injection coefficient, ,
can then be expressed as

(7)

with and are all positive constants less than one.
Assuming remains constant, the change in

due to a change in can be modeled by Fig. 7(b). We can
derive the injection-to-resonant jitter transfer function as

(8)

The transfer function of (8) clearly exhibits a low-pass charac-
teristic with a cut-off frequency given by

(9)

where is the injection clock period.
In addition to the low-pass characteristic of injection locking

which helps to isolate the resonant clock from the noise in the
injection source, other characteristic of injection locking also
help jitter performance. Given a relatively clean injection clock,
injection locking helps to reduce the phase noise (or jitter) in the
slave oscillator [16]. This filtering effect is most effective when
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Fig. 8. (a) System diagram of the test chip, the components are labeled. (b) Die photo of the test chip, with key components labeled.

the injection frequency is near the natural resonance of the slave
oscillator. [17], [9]. In the same way, as the injection clock get
closer to the edge of the injection-lock range, the low-pass fil-
tering of noisy injection sources becomes more effective since
the injection clock’s influence over the resonant clock network
weakens. This effect is manifest through a reduced injection
strength, , moving the pole in (9) closer to zero.

IV. TEST CHIP AND MEASUREMENT CIRCUITRY

A test chip is implemented using a six-level-metal TSMC
0.18 m technology. This technology has a FO4 delay of ap-
proximately 70 ps and the clock tree and grid are constructed
from metal layers with a sheet resistance of 0.078 . The pro-
totype clocking system implemented on the test chip allows us to
measure and confirm the predicted properties of the deskewing
and amplitude control features. The test chip runs at a nominal
injection frequency of 2 GHz, with an injection range of around
300 MHz.

A. Test Chip Features and Specifications

The chip is 3-mm-by-3-mm and is divided into four clock
regions in a two-by-two configuration. The die photo and cor-
responding system diagram are shown in Fig. 8. In each clock
region there are four inductors and four negative transconduc-
tors distributed evenly on a differential clock grid (distributing
clock and ). The grid in each region is composed of ver-
tical and horizontal metal lines with a spacing of 200 m and
width of 6 m. The vertical strips are made using level-four
metal (M4), and the horizontal strips are level-five metal (M5).
Both vertical and horizontal routes have comparable resistances
of 0.013 m.

The four clock regions are connected together forming a
large distributed resonant oscillator. The connections between
the four clocks regions are made using relatively thin intercon-
nect, 1 m compared to the 6 m used in the grids. These weak
connections are designed to emulate a longer grid, increasing
the effective distance between different regions by a factor of

six. With four sets of inductor and negative resistance element
in each clock region the entire test chip is composed of sixteen
resonator “units” running in parallel.

The total clock loading in each one-mm-by-one-mm region
is approximately 25 pF which includes fixed MOS clock load
of 10.5 pF, a variable MOS load of 0.6 pF to 5.4 pF, 2 pF of
wiring capacitance, and additional parasitic capacitances asso-
ciated with the gain element and injection buffers. The vari-
able MOS loads are implemented as pass-transistor-controlled
switchable loads, configured digitally using scan registers. The
clock loads distributed evenly throughout the clock grids with
four banks variable cap per clock region. The inductance values
are set so that the natural resonance frequency of the distributed
resonator is approximately 2 GHz. Each of the sixteen inductors
on the test chip is sized to around 3 nH.

The clock grid is synchronized to an external clock signal
through an injection tree, which is laid out in an H-tree fashion,
distributing the clock signal to all four clock regions. The
DCDLs are implemented as chains of CMOS inverters, each
with a variable load controlled by a counter as shown in Fig. 9.
The DCDLs have a programmable delay range of between
800 ps and 1.1 ns on steps of 4.5 ps. The counter combines
binary and thermometer codes to achieve both high linearity and
high dynamic range. The relatively poor power-supply-noise
rejection of this implementation [18] is mitigated by the fil-
tering properties of injection locking. The injection clock is
distributed as a single-ended signal and is converted to differen-
tial form before the final injection buffers. The injection buffers
are composed of a set of tristate buffers with programmable,
three-bit-binary-coded injection strength.

In order to characterize clock jitter performance and its sensi-
tivity to power supply noise, power supply noise generators are
included in the test chip. Each generator is composed of a single
NMOS transistor with the drain connected to power, the source
connected to ground, and the gate connected to a chip-wide dig-
ital noise input clock. Toggling the noise clock introduces noise
of the same frequency onto the power supply node. There are
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Fig. 9. Counter, delay line and injection buffer.

Fig. 10. The resonant clock waveform measured through an open drain driver
on the test chip. Since the open drain driver is used, the absolute amplitude
information is lost but the shape of the waveform is maintained.

four noise generators for each clock region, equidistant from
the center.

Normally, it is not possible to operate a resonant clock net-
work at the low frequencies necessary for certain test modes
[19], [20], because the inductor becomes a short at these fre-
quencies. This test chip, however, supports a mode in which the
clock network can operate at frequencies below 200 MHz as a
conventional tree-driven grid. In this mode, the negative resis-
tance elements are disabled and the injection clock tree directly
drives both the clock and grids together in a single-ended
manner. The injection buffers have sufficient strength at these
frequencies to generate full-rail clock signals on the grid.

B. On-Chip Measurements

On-chip skew and jitter measurement circuits constitute an
important part of the test chip design, avoiding the jitter and

skew introduced by off-chip drivers. In an effort to reduce offset,
the on-chip measurement block is placed in the middle of the test
chip, ensuring it is equidistant to all four clock regions. Both
on-chip jitter and skew measurements are done using the same
circuitry which can be configured to do either measurement. The
measurement circuits run on their own power supply and are not
affected by the noise generators.

Period jitter is measured as shown in Fig. 11, in which two
delay lines nominally differing in delay by a clock period
drive the clock and data inputs of a differential sense-amplifier
flip-flop [21]. A reference counter counts every clock edge,
while the test counter counts every clock edge for which the
output of the flip-flop is HIGH. Once the reference counter
reached its maximum value, both counters are stopped. If the
delay of the variable delay line is swept from a delay slighter
less than a period to a delay slightly more than a period, the
ratio of the two counters gives the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF), , the derivative of which, , represents the
jitter distribution. The Agilent 81133A signal generator used to
generate the reference clock has jitter of less than 0.1 ps.

Skew measurements (for example, between and
of two different regions of the grid) are performed

using the same circuitry but with different clocks feeding the
two delay lines. A reference clock, derived from the injection
clock source, feeds the bottom delay line, while is fed
into the top delay line. With this input selection, the delay of
the second delay line is swept and the corresponding counter
values are stored. The same is done for . The skew be-
tween and is then determined by the temporal
distance between the two CDFs. The two corresponding CDFs
are shown as and in Fig. 11. The on-chip measure-
ment is calibrated with an external reference, through which a
delay-to-control-voltage calibration function is performed.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Resonant Clock Waveform: The resonant clock waveform on
the test chip is observed by means of an open-drain driver and
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Fig. 11. System diagram of the jitter and skew measurement circuits.

Fig. 12. Measured skew correction behavior of the test chip. The each curve
shows the skew of in each region from with respect to the reference region.

is displayed on an oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 10. The clock
waveform is sinusoidal, a typical shape for a resonant clock
output. A similar shape waveform is observed when the reso-
nant grid is probed directly with an active high-bandwidth pico-
probe.

Skew: Fig. 12 shows the measured dynamics of skew correc-
tion. During this measurement, the clock used in the deskewing
control circuitry is brought from off chip. The time scale of the
correction in Fig. 12 is determined by the 500-MHz on-chip
sample clock. By providing Region D with an initial capacitance
of 2 pF/mm over that of Regions A, B, and C, Region D has a
skew of 22 ps when driven from a balanced injection lock source
with an injection coupling strength of 0.08. The skew
correction loop corrects this skew by 300 ns, at which point
another capacitance offset of 1 pF/mm is introduced, which is
further corrected. For 0.08, approximately 75 ps of delay
in the injection lock source is required to compensate for each
1 pF/mm offset.

To provide more insight into how the skew is being corrected,
Fig. 13 shows the phase of each region with respect to a fixed
external reference. As Region D is decreasing its phase in an ef-
fort to match the other regions, the phases of the other regions
are also changing in the same direction. This reflects the par-
asitic feedback described in Section III. This four-region test
chip should have been given a larger “effective” area by fur-
ther weakening the grid routes between regions. Large amounts

Fig. 13. Measured skew between each clock region and a fixed reference clock
(derived from the injection clock). As shown in this figure, the absolute value of
the phase in each region changes significantly as Region D attempts to correct
its phase.

Fig. 14. Power supply noise spectrum (0 dB is 1 V rms) measured through ac-
tive picoprobing with a 100-MHz-square-wave stimulation of all of the on-chip
noise generators.

of feedback lead to increased locking time, reduced effective
injection strength, and additional steady-state dithering. These
problems are minimized because only four regions are present
on the test chip. The absolute clock skew does settle once the
active deskewing system has performed the skew correction.
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Fig. 15. Jitter histogram from on-chip and off-chip measurements. The graph shows RMS period jitter at three different levels of power supply noise. (a) on-chip
results (b) off-chip results, the two are fairly close.

Jitter: Power-supply noise is the primary source of jitter in
most clock distributions. The power supply noise is created by
the noise generator described in Section IV and is measured
using active probing sites on the chip. Fig. 14 shows the noise
spectrum (in dBV rms) in the case that all the noise generators
are activated by a 100 MHz square wave, producing a noise am-
plitude of 300 mV. In addition to features at 100 MHz and its
harmonics, a significant component at 2 GHz is also observed.
Fig. 15 shows the jitter histogram with no added power supply
noise and with 150 mV and 280 mV of added supply noise
using a square wave on the noise generator at 50 MHz. The
clock jitter, as expected, increases with increasing power-supply
noise. The jitter that is measured off-chip is slighting larger then
the on-chip measurement, mainly due to noise introduced in
buffering the clock off chip and in the off-chip measurement
setup. The activation of the deskewing system has little impact
on the jitter performance.

In order to verify the jitter filtering properties of injection
locking, the period jitter is measured as a function of jitter fre-
quency in the injection source. Fig. 16 shows the ratio of mea-
sured jitter in the resonant clock to the measured jitter in the
injection source as a function of the noise frequency of the injec-
tion source at different injection strengths. While the injection
jitter (generated by a voltage-delay modulator in the the Agilent
81133A waveform generator) is measured at the source before
it goes onto the test chip, it should be close to the actual jitter in
the injection tree. As predicted by (8), the system has a low-pass
response. The frequency cut-off, , increases with increasing
injection strength as predicted by (9). With 0.094, the
predicted cut-off frequency of 197 Mrad/s or 31 MHz is
close to the measured value. Stronger injection strengths give
the injection source more control over the resonator. When noise
in the injection source dominates, stronger injection strength re-
sults in greater noise in the resonator.

Fig. 16. Jitter transfer between the injection source and the resonant clock is
plotted as a function of jitter frequency.

Automatic Amplitude Control: The operation of the auto-
matic amplitude control (AAC) system is also measured. This
is done by overriding the AAC sampling clock with a indepen-
dently controlled signal supplied by an off-chip generator.4 For
each period of the sample clock, the resonant clock amplitude
is measured using active probe sites on the test chip. The clock
amplitude and the corresponding resonator current consumption
are plotted as a function of correction step as shown in Fig. 17.
The x-axis is mapped to the time scale determined by the sam-
pling clock at 1 kHz. The system behaves as expected; the am-
plitude starts from its lowest level and increases until it reaches
the desired amplitude. After exceeding the desired amplitude
bound, the system backtracks one step, and remains steady at
this amplitude. As seen in the Fig. 17, the power consumption

4It is also possible to use a simple ring oscillator on-chip to perform the same
function.
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Fig. 17. On-chip clock amplitude as AAC is seeking the correct levels, mea-
sured with active pico-probes. Both the clock amplitude and the corresponding
biasing currents are shown.

increases sharply as clock amplitude reaches saturation. As a
result, even a small reduction in clock amplitude can conserve
significant power.

Injection-Lock Range: The operating frequency of the reso-
nant clock network can be tuned by varying the tunable load ca-
pacitances described in Section II and through pulling from the
injection-lock source, which entrains the clock system to the de-
sired external frequency. The injection-lock range is governed
by [13], [16]

(10)

where is the natural frequency and is the quality factor
of the resonant tank. Adding capacitance reduces the Q of the
tank, increasing the injection-lock range. At the highest injec-
tion-lock strength and utilizing all the available tunable capaci-
tance, the resonant clock frequency can be varied from 1.5 GHz
to 2.1 GHz. Fig. 18 shows the locking range of the DDO network
as a function of injection strength, , for both the minimum
(total clock capacitance of 92 pF) and maximum (total clock ca-
pacitance of 112 pF) available tunable capacitance for the grid.
The injection strength values used in Figs. 16 and 18 are simu-
lated (from seven selectable levels on the test chip).

Power: When operating at 2 GHz, the prototype clock net-
work (driving a total clock capacitance of 100 pF, as seen by
the finals stage of injection buffers) consumes an average power
of 500 mW (5.4 mW/pF)–290 mW from the gain elements,
70 mW from the last-stage injection-lock buffers (at
0.08), 70 mW in the rest of the injection-lock tree (including the
DCDLs), and 70 mW in the remainder of the AAC, deskewing
circuitry, phase detectors, scannable configuration registers, and
open-drain drivers used for measurement. For a conventional
differentially tree-driven grid, more than 1 W of power, would
be required for the same leaf level clock load (according to cir-
cuit simulation). This power includes power of the clock
load, the clock tree and short-circuit switching currents.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described the design of an adaptive dis-
tributed resonant clocking network architecture that increases

Fig. 18. Locking range of the DDO network as a function of injection strength,
Kinj, for both the mininum (total clock capacitance of 92 pF) and maximum
(total clock capacitance of 112 pF) available tunable capacitance for the grip.

system scalability beyond what is possible with current reso-
nant-based techniques. A digital deskewing control loop varies
the delay of the injection signal. As a result, any jitter intro-
duced by the required delay lines is attenuated by the low-pass
nature of the injection-locking process. The power management
takes the form of automatic amplitude control, guaranteeing
minimum energy for full-rail clock amplitudes while allowing
for the possibility for low-swing operation.
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